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Abstract—Location is a fundamental service for mobile computing. Typical GPS receivers, although widely available for navigation

purposes, may consume too much energy to be useful for many applications. Observing that in many sensing scenarios, the location

information can be post-processed when the data is uploaded to a server, we design a cloud-offloaded GPS (CO-GPS) solution that

allows a sensing device to aggressively duty-cycle its GPS receiver and log just enough raw GPS signal for post-processing.

Leveraging publicly available information such as GNSS satellite ephemeris and an Earth elevation database, a cloud service can

derive good quality GPS locations from a few milliseconds of raw data. Using our design of a portable sensing device platform called

CLEON, we evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of the solution. Compared to more than 30 seconds of heavy signal processing on

standalone GPS receivers, we can achieve three orders of magnitude lower energy consumption per location tagging.

Index Terms—Location, assisted GPS, cloud-offloading, coarse-time navigation
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1 INTRODUCTION

LOCATION determination is a fundamental service in
mobility. In outdoor applications such as wildlife track-

ing [20], [22], participatory environmental sensing [15], and
personal health and wellness applications, GPS is the most
common location sensor. GPS receiving, although becoming
increasingly ubiquitous and lower in cost, is processing-
intensive and energy-consuming.

Take ZebraNet sensor nodes [22] as an example. On aver-
age, one GPS location fix requires turning on the GPS chip
for more than 25 seconds at 462 mW power consumption,
which dominates its energy budget. As a result, the unit is
equipped with a 540-gram solar cell array and a 287-gram
2 A-h lithium-ion battery in order to support one GPS posi-
tion reading every 3 minutes. Power generation and storage
accounts for over 70 percent of the sensor unit’s total weight
of 1,151 grams. Similarly, in wearable consumer devices
such as fitness trackers, high energy consumption from GPS
receivers results in bulkier devices and low battery life.

As we will elaborate in Section 2, there are two main rea-
sons behind the high energy consumption of GPS receivers:
1) the time and satellite trajectory information (called

Ephemeris) are sent from the satellites at a data rate as low as
50 bps. A standalone GPS receiver has to be turned on for
up to 30 seconds to receive the full data packets from satel-
lites for computing its location. Even in assisted GPS (A-
GPS), where Ephemeris is sent to device through a separate
channel, a receiver needs to run for about 6 seconds to
decode time stamps. 2) The amount of signal processing
required to acquire and track satellites is substantial due to
weak signal strengths and unknown Doppler frequency
shifts. For example, in state-of-the-art GPS receivers such as
u-Blox Max-7, the acquisition state consumes 60 mW and
can take on average 5 seconds to yield the first location fix.
In order to save the energy spent on repeatedly acquiring
the satellites, some GPS receivers have a low power tracking
mode to keep track of the satellite information. In case of
Max-7, the low power tracking mode consumes more than
12 mW continuously. 3) The satellites move at high speed.
When a GPS chip is turned off completely for more than a
few minutes, the previous code phases and Doppler infor-
mation are no longer useful, and the device must spend sub-
stantial energy to re-acquire the satellites. 4) Post-processing
and least-square calculation require a powerful CPU.

In this paper, we address the problem of energy con-
sumption in GPS receiving by splitting the GPS location
sensing into a device part and a cloud part. We take advan-
tage of several key observations.

� Many mobile sensing applications are delay-tolerant.
Instead of determining the location at the time that
each data sample is collected, we can compute the
locations off-line after the data is uploaded to a
server. This is quite different from the turn-by-turn
navigation scenario that most standalone GPS devi-
ces are designed for. The benefit is even more signifi-
cant if the data uploading energy is amortized over
many data samples.
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� Much of the information necessary to compute the
location of a GPS receiver is available on line. For
example, NASA publishes satellite ephemeris
through its web services, so the device does not have
to stay on long enough to decode them locally from
satellite signals. The only information that the device
must provide is a rough notion of time, the set of vis-
ible satellites, and the “code phase” information
from each visible satellite, as we explain in Section 2.

� Code phases can be derived from any millisecond of
satellite signal. If we can derive location without
decoding any data from the satellites, there is signifi-
cant opportunity to duty-cycle the receiver.

� In comparison to the constraints on processing
power and energy consumption, storage is relatively
cheap to put on sensor devices, so we can liberally
store raw GPS intermediate frequency (IF) signals
together with sensor data. For example, at an IF of
4 MHz, sampling a one-millisecond signal at 2-bit
resolution and 16 MHz rate results in 4 kB raw data.

Due to the split between local and cloud processing, the
device only needs to run for a few milliseconds at a time to
collect enough GPS IF signals and tag them with a rough
time stamp. A cloud service can then process the signals off-
line, leveraging its much greater processing power, online
ephemeris, and geographical information to disambiguate
the signals and to determine the location of the receiver. We
call this approach cloud-offloaded GPS (CO-GPS).

The CO-GPS idea is built on top of a GPS receiving
approach called coarse-time navigation (CTN) [21]. While
CTN is used for quickly estimating the first location lock
(measured as Time To First Fix, or TTFF), we are the first
to articulate and quantify its energy saving benefits. Fur-
thermore, we find ways to relax the condition on knowing
a reference location that is close to the true location, and
maintaining a real-time clock (RTC) that is synchronized
to the satellite clock. As a result, CO-GPS receivers can
have an extremely short duty cycle for long-running
tracking applications.

This paper extends [10] by investigating ways to remove
satellite detection outliers, which are more likely to be false
positives due to weak signal strength and short signal
length. As a result, through our empirical evaluation over
1,500 real GPS traces, median location error drops from 30
to 12 m, and more than 85 percent of samples have less
than 30 m error. Furthermore, we removed the dependency
on relatively energy-consuming WWVB-based time syn-
chronization, and leverage time stamps resolved from GPS
signals themselves to progressively time stamp samples in
data traces. A node only needs to be time synchronized
once at the beginning of its deployment.

We built a sensor node, called CLEON, based on the CO-
GPS principle using a GPS receiving front end chip
MAX2769 and a MSP430 microcontroller. We also built and
deployed CO-GPS location resolution web service on Win-
dows Azure. Through performance measurements, we
show that it takes as little as 0.4 mJ to collect enough data to
compute a GPS location, in comparison to the order of 1 J
for GPS sensing on mobile phones or 300 mJ for u-blox
Max-7 GPS module. In other words, with a pair of AA bat-
teries (2Ah), CLEON can theoretically sustain continuous
GPS logging (at 1 sample/s granularity) for 1.5 years.

To make this paper self-contained, the rest of the paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2, we first give an overview
of how a typical GPS receiver processes satellite signals, in
order to motivate our solution. Section 3 describes the princi-
ple of CO-GPS. In Section 4, we discuss the implementation
of the cloud side services. We evaluate the performance of
CO-GPS and its parameters using real GPS traces in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 presents the design of the CLEON sensor
node and evaluates its energy consumption inGPS receiving.

2 COARSE-TIME NAVIGATION

A GPS receiver computes its location by measuring the dis-
tance from the receiver to multiple GNSS satellites (also
called space vehicles, or SVs for short). Ultimately, it needs to
possess three pieces of information:

� A set of visible SVs and their current trajectories. The
current trajectory parameters, called ephemeris, are
sent from the satellites every 30 seconds.

� A precise time T when the GPS signals left the
satellites.

� The distances from the receiver to each SV at time T ,
often called the pseudoranges.

Typically, these are obtained by processing the signals and

data packets sent from the satellites. With them, a receiver can

use least-square (LS) minimization to estimate its location.

Due to page limits, we will not give details of GPS or assisted

GPS (A-GPS) receiving. Interested readers can refer to [8]. We

will directly describe the Coarse-Time Navigation principle

underlying CO-GPS.

Like standalone GPS receivers, CTN starts with the
acquisition process, where the received satellite signals are
correlated with known 1,023-bit GPS Gold codes (aka
Coarse/Acquisition codes, one for each satellite). A C/A
code repeats every millisecond. Because of the relative
motion between a satellite and the receiver, the received sig-
nals will have a Doppler shift from the transmission fre-
quency (L1 ¼ 1:575 GHz). So the receiver has to search in
both Doppler and code phase dimensions to find the corre-
lation peak. The code phase is the duration between the
time that the receiver starts processing a sample to the
beginning of a C/A code in that sample.

At the speed of light, it takes about 50 to 80 ms for the GPS
signal to propagate from the satellite to the receiver. Let T0 be
the time that a first bit of a C/A code leaves the satellite, and
Tr be the time that the receiver receives the same bit. Then,
the propagation delay Tr � T0 has two parts, the number of
full milliseconds (NMS), and the sub-millisecond part that is
precisely the code phase. The full millisecond part of the
propagation delay is usually calculated by decoding the time
stamps from the satellite packets.1 Since the time stamps
among satellites are synchronized to the nanosecond level,
this approach of calculating GPS location is also called pre-
cise-time navigation. The precise time stamps also define pre-
cisely where the satellites are when the signals leave them.

CTN does not require the device to obtain accurate sat-
ellite time stamps, thus saving the time and energy of
decoding satellite packets. Instead, the method uses an

1. Time stamps are sent from the satellite every 6 seconds.
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estimated time stamp, for example from the device’s local
clock. This estimated time stamp and the code phase
detected in the signals are the only inputs to the estima-
tion methods. This leads to two challenges: 1) determin-
ing the full millisecond part of the propagation delay,
and 2) calculating the precise satellite locations at the
time that the signals left the satellites.

The first challenge can be overcome by knowing a
nearby location (called a reference location) that is near the
receiver. Since light travels at about 300 km/ms, assum-
ing an extreme case of 0o elevation angle, a point within
150 km distance from the receiver location will have the
same full millisecond delay (with a possible integer roll-
over that can be solved by snapping to the nearest inte-
ger [21]). This may be easy to achieve with mobile
phones, where it is natural and convenient to use cell
tower locations as the landmarks [18]. A cell tower usu-
ally covers a radius less than 10 km. However, for embed-
ded sensors with no cellular connection, determining an
initial location guess is not obvious.

To solve the second challenge, a coarse time error (e) can
be added to the location calculation equations (called navi-
gation equations or observation equations). Assuming the
coarse time error is small, the satellite trajectory near acqui-
sition time can be approximated linearly if we know the sat-
ellite velocity. More formally, let Tr be the coarse time
stamp, s be an acquired satellite, ðxs; ys; zsÞ be the satellite
location at Tr, ðus; vs; wsÞ be the satellite velocity in corre-
sponding directions at Tr, ðx; y; zÞ be the unknown receiver
location to be calculated, b be the common time bias, ps be
the pseudo-range (estimated propagation delay), and c be
the speed of light, then we can write one equation for each
acquisition relation:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxs þ use� xÞ2 þ ðys þ vse� yÞ2 þ ðzs þ wse� zÞ2

q

¼ ðps þ bÞc;
(1)

where x; y; z; b; e are unknowns and the rest are known
through measurements or decoding. So, to apply CTN, at
least five satellites must be acquired, in contrast to normal
GPS, which only has 4 unknowns x; y; z; b, and thus needs
four acquired satellites.

A main reason that CTN is attractive for designing
energy-efficient GPS solutions is the fact that satellite
ephemeris are published by GPS monitoring organizations.
For example, NASA JPL publishes satellite location, veloc-
ity, and clock correction data at 15 minute intervals. By
interpolating these data points, one can closely approximate
all constants in Eq (1) to a high accuracy, so the receiver
does not need to decode any data from the satellite signals.

3 CO-GPS DESIGN

The design of Cloud-Offloaded GPS leverages the CTN prin-
ciple but removes the dependency on nearby landmarks. For
embedded sensors without cellular connections that are
expected to have high mobility over their lifetimes, it is not
always possible to provide nearby landmarks. Our key idea
is to leverage the computing resources in the cloud to gener-
ate a number of candidate landmarks and then use other geo-
graphical constraints to filter out the wrong solutions.

In this section, we assume that the device is reasonably
synchronized with a global clock. We will relax this condi-
tion later. When the device needs to sense its location, it
simply turns on the GPS receiving front end and records a
few milliseconds of GPS signal.2 Our goal is to derive the
receiver location offline solely from the short signal and the
coarse time stamp.

3.1 Shadow Locations

The challenge of deriving receiver location with no refer-
ence landmark is the possible outliers, which we call shadow
locations. Fig. 1 illustrates this concern using two satellites.
Here, we model the pseudoranges from each SV as a set of
waves, each 1 light-ms apart. Clearly, these waves intersect
at multiple locations. Since we do not know the exact milli-
second part of the propagation delay, all intersections,
A;B;C;D; . . . are feasible solutions, even though only one
of them is the correct location. When more satellites are visi-
ble, more constraints are added to the triangulation, which
helps resolve the ambiguity. However, a larger number of
satellites alone is not enough.

To illustrate this empirically, we take a 1 ms raw GPS
trace and apply CTN with an array of landmarks across the
globe. There are six satellites in view. The landmarks are
generated by dividing the latitude and longitude with a
1 degree resolution around the globe. In other words, we
picked 180� 360 ¼ 64; 800 landmarks with adjacent dis-
tance up to 111 km on the equator. Fig. 2 shows the total of
166 converged points.

3.2 Guessing Reference Locations

The first step in eliminating shadow locations is to reduce
the number of possible landmark guesses. Of course, if we
know the past location of the sensor and can assume that it
has not moved more than 150 km between the samples,
then we can use the past location as the landmark. How-
ever, in the bootstrap process, or when the time difference
between readings is large enough to allow movement
greater than 150 km, we have to assume no prior knowledge
of the location of the sensor.

Following the acquisition process, we have the set of visi-
ble satellites and the frequency bin (identifying the Doppler
shift) for each satellite. Knowing the signals’ transmission

Fig. 1. An illustration of multiple feasible solutions under NMS ambiguity.

2. Typically signals at intermediate frequency, converted down
from carrier frequency.
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frequency, the Doppler shifts tell us the relative velocity
between the satellites and the receiver. If we know the abso-
lute velocities of the satellites, which can be obtained from
the ephemeris, then we can derive each angle between the
satellite and the receiver, which defines a set of intersecting
cones, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

More specifically, let Sk ¼ ðxk; yk; zkÞ be the position of
satellite k, and Vk ¼ ðV x

k ; V
y
k ; V

z
k Þ be its (absolute) velocity

vectors in the Earth coordinate, the center of the Earth being
the origin. Let R ¼ ðx; y; zÞ be the location of the receiver
and the combined velocity of the earth and the receiver be
VR ¼ ðVx; Vy; VzÞ. Let � be the operator for inner product and
jjxjj be the operator of 2-norm. Then,

fk ¼ cos�1ð Vk � VR

jjVkjj � jjVRjjÞ (2)

is the angle between the two velocity vectors. So the relative
velocity of Vk in the direction of VR is VR þ Vk � cosðfkÞ, and
the kth Doppler shift can be represented as

Dk ¼ jjVR þ Vk � cosðfkÞjj � L1

c
; (3)

where L1 is the GPS signal frequency and c is the speed of
light. In this set of equations, ðx; y; zÞ are unknowns, so we
need three satellites to uniquely identify the intersection. In
reality, we may have more satellites in view and the prob-
lem can be formulated as a constrained optimization prob-
lem to minimize the sum of squared angle errors, such as in
angle of arrival (AOA) localization solutions [1].

There are several uncertainties in our setting that make
the problem more challenging. First of all, we do not have
precise time stamps, so the satellite locations and their
velocities may contain errors. We do not know the actual
speed of the receiver, although comparing to the earth rota-
tion speed, it is typically small. Furthermore, the Doppler
shifts we calculated during the acquisition process fall into
bins that can be as wide as 500 Hz, which in the worst case
can cause 95 m/s error in speed, or 12 degree error in lati-
tude. In implementation, we start with the solution assum-
ing the calculated Doppler shifts and time stamps, and

search up to 10�10 nearby grid point landmarks to seek for
converged solutions.

3.3 Solution Pruning

Due to the landmark guessing errors, the landmarks alone
cannot rule out all shadow locations. Because a light-ms is
300 km, the elevation of a shadow location is likely to be far
away from the Earth’s surface. For example, Fig. 4 shows
the number of possible solutions when we limit the eleva-
tion to be within the [�500, 8,000] meter range.

Obviously, absolute elevation by itself does not yield a
unique solution. However, the true elevation of the Earth’s
surface is known, and is available through web services from
map providers. For example, the United States Geological
Survey (USGS) maintains a service that returns the elevation
of the Earth’s surface at any given latitude/longitude coordi-
nate. To see how this can be useful, we return to Fig. 1. Loca-
tion D is computed when the NMS we use for S2 is one
millisecond less than the true NMS. Assume the angle
between S2 and the tangent to the surface of the Earth is a,
then the elevation difference between A and D is
kzD � zAk ¼ 300 � sinðaÞ. Taking a ¼ 15o, which is the mini-
mum elevation angle that GPS receivers consider a good view
of a satellite, then kzD � zAk ¼ 77 km. Adding more satellites
will make this difference even larger. It is almost impossible
to have two nearby locations (hundreds of km apart) such
that both elevations are correct.

Fig. 2. All converged solutions for an example data trace, without land-
mark knowledge.

Fig. 3. Two satellites A and B at the time of signal reception, the tangents
to their orbits, and the angles calculated from the Doppler shifts at the
receiver.

Fig. 4. All converged solutions for an example data trace, limited to the
[�500, 8,000] meter elevation range.
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3.4 Improving Location Accuracy

Akeydesign consideration of CO-GPS is the tradeoff between
accuracy and energy expense. GPS signals are very weak
when they reach the Earth’s surface, and they suffer from
multi-path effects and obstruction by objects. Typical GPS
receivers use long signal durations and tracking loops to over-
come the low signal quality and to improve location accuracy
progressively. Notice that the longer the signal is, the more
robust the correlation spikes. This is essential for standalone
GPS receivers, since they need to subsequently decode the
packet content, which requires good signal quality. However,
sampling and storing large quantities of raw data brings
energy and storage challenges to embedded sensor devices.

In CO-GPS, the only information we can acquire from
the signal are the code phases and Doppler shifts. How-
ever, the short length of the signals presents a challenge in
reliably recovering the desired information, and errors in
code phase directly contribute to location error. Here we
explore an approach to improve the accuracy by using mul-
tiple chunks of signals at a single location. Taking multiple
chunks has two additional benefits. First, it can avoid tem-
poral interference to GPS signals. Secondly, in hardware
implementation, the CPU can have time to write buffered
signals to the storage between chunks.

We use multiple chunks, and the code phase and Dopp-
ler derived from them, in two ways. First, we eliminate sat-
ellites whose code phases have too much variance across all
the chunks, compared to other satellites. Secondly, we form
a joint Least Squares problem using all remaining satellites,
which provides an effective mechanism to combine the
information from all chunks into a single optimization for-
mulation. We detail these steps as follows.

Due to short signal lengths, some code phases and Dopp-
ler frequencies may have incorrect values. Adding them
into the optimization equations introduces erroneous con-
straints and causes large location errors. We employ the fol-
lowing useful observation in detecting code phase outliers.
For each chunk, code phases corresponding to different sat-
ellites are sampled simultaneously by definition. So from
one chunk to the next, the time elapsed for the signal to
propagate to each satellite is also the same. When the gap
between the chunks is a few milliseconds, we can assume
the satellites to be stationary, so the changes in the code
phases between two chunks, when comparing across differ-
ent satellites, should be the same. Mathematically, let t

ðkÞ
i

denote the code phase of satellite i in the kth chunk. Thus,
when the gap between chunk k and j is sufficiently

small,3ðtðkÞi � t
ðjÞ
i Þ for each satellite i, should be very close to

each other. Therefore, if for some satellite i0 detected in the
kth chunk, we can find some chunk j 6¼ k, such that

ðt0ðkÞi � t
0ðjÞ
i Þ is substantially different from other satellites’

differences ðtðkÞi � t
ðjÞ
i Þ, it indicates that t

0ðkÞ
i is an incorrect

acquisition and should be removed from further consider-
ation of location computation. This procedure can also be
viewed as a consistency inspection on the code phases so as
to remove the obviously erroneous ones. We refer to the
remaining satellites surviving this code phase examination
as the credible satellites.

Next, we develop an approach to jointly incorporate all
the credible satellites into location computation. To simplify
the discussion, we assume that the underlying true location
of the sensor is the same in different chunks. This is the case
when the object moves relatively slowly and the interval
between chunks is small. We can also accommodate the
modeling of velocity and acceleration, which is beyond the
scope of the present paper. The standard approach for com-
puting the location is to linearize Eq. (1) at the reference
location to form a set of linear equations [21], which is given
in Eq. (4):

rx;1 ry;1 rz;1 1 v1

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

.

rx;n ry;n rz;n 1 vn

2
64

3
75

Dx
Dy
Dx
b
e

2
66664

3
77775
¼

p1

..

.

pn

2
64

3
75; (4)

where rx;i; ry;i; rz;i; vi denote the ith satellite’s normal
vector’s x; y; z components and the correction on its velocity,
respectively; Dx;Dy;Dz denote the location correction of the
x; y; z coordinates of the sensor; b is the common bias and e
denotes the coarse time error; pi denotes the pseudorange of
the ith satellite. The unknowns in this equation are
Dx;Dy;Dz; b; and c.

Now, to combine the information from multiple chunks,
we realize that by assuming a fixed location, we can form a
large set of linear equations by stacking the equation sets
obtained from all chunks as in Eq. (5):

r
ð1Þ
x;1 r

ð1Þ
y;1 r

ð1Þ
z;1 1 v

ð1Þ
1 0 0 � � �

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

rð1Þx;n1
rð1Þy;n1

rð1Þz;n1
1 vð1Þn1

0 0 � � �
r
ð2Þ
x;1 r

ð2Þ
y;1 r

ð2Þ
z;1 0 0 1 v

ð2Þ
1 � � �

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

rð2Þx;n2
rð2Þy;n2

rð2Þz;n2
0 0 1 vð2Þn2
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..
. ..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

.

2
66666666666666664

3
77777777777777775

Dx

Dy

Dx

bð1Þ

eð1Þ

bð2Þ

eð2Þ

..

.

2
666666666666664

3
777777777777775

¼

p
ð1Þ
1

..

.

pð1Þn1

p
ð2Þ
1

..

.

pð2Þn2

..

.

2
66666666666666664

3
77777777777777775

;

(5)

where ni denotes the number of satellites acquired in the ith

chunk, and the superscript ðiÞ denotes the quantity in the ith
chunk. Note that Dx;Dy;Dz are shared among all chunks.
The common bias and the coarse time error, which are sam-
pling instance specific, is modeled independently in each
chunk. This formulation coherently combines the informa-
tion from all chunks and robustly reduces the ambient noise
in the data.

3.5 Time-Stamping

The accuracy of time stamps is another concern. CTN can
tolerate a certain amount of time stamp error, since it treats
common time bias as another optimization variable. How-
ever, when this time error is too large, the least-squares pro-
cess may not converge, or may converge to a wrong value.
From the energy-efficiency perspective, maintaining a
highly accurate global clock prevents the device from sleep-
ing for long periods of time.3. We use 50 ms in practice.
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One way to solve the problem is to calculate time stamps
incrementally over sequential samples. Real-time clock
chips typically have a bounded drift rate. For example, a
typical 32,768 Hz crystal for real-time clock has an accuracy
of 20 ppm, which may induce a maximum of 1.728 s drift
over the course of a day. For a long-running sensor node, to
avoid periodically synchronizing the device clock with the
GPS clock, we leverage the fact that, as a by-product of com-
puting GPS locations, we can estimate the “real” time stamp
(according to the GPS clock) that the sample was collected
to a high accuracy. Thus, we can progressively re-time-
stamp samples offline. In other words, we can use the fol-
lowing process.

Assume CO-GPS can tolerate time stamp error of K sec-
onds. At the beginning when a node is activated, it is syn-
chronized with a PC (e.g. with the Network Time Protocol,
NTP). Let that time be T0. To simplify the discussion, we
assume T0 is the same as the GPS clock at that time. Then,
the device uses its local clock to time stamp every GPS sam-
ple T1; T2; . . ., with the constraint that Tiþ1 � Ti < D, where
D is the period of time in which the local clock drifts more
thanK seconds.

When the data are uploaded to the cloud, T1 is used to
compute the first GPS location. If successful, we will obtain
t1, which is close to the real GPS time stamp when sample 1
is collected. Then, for sample 2, instead of using T2 as the
time stamp, we use T 0

2 ¼ t1 þ T2 � T1. Since t1 is already a
corrected time stamp and T2 � T1 < D, T 0

2 will be within K

seconds of the real GPS time when sample 2 is corrected.
The process then repeats and the clock error will not accu-
mulate. We will evaluate K and derive the maximum sam-
pling gap in Section 5.3.

4 CLOUD SERVICES

The cloud portion of CO-GPS, called LEAP, has two main
responsibilities: to update and maintain the ephemeris data-
base, and to compute receiver locations given GPS raw data.
We implemented these services on the Windows Azure
cloud computing platform to achieve high availability and
scalability.

4.1 Location Service

LEAP is a web service that has three main components
(Fig. 5): a request receiver frontend, a localization service,
and an ephemeris service. The request receiver is the front
end of the service, implemented as an Azure Web Role. It
receives raw GPS traces from clients, together with a time
stamp, parameters for sensor configuration, and an
optional reference location. Because satellite acquisition is
time-consuming, LEAP is implemented as an asynchro-
nous service. It enqueues each sample for acquisition and
location processing and returns a request ID to the client,
which later queries the web service with this ID to obtain
the computed location result for the sample. Each sample
is one location point.

The localization service is implemented as an Azure
Worker Role that dequeues GPS samples and processes
them. The processed results are stored into an Azure
table for later retrieval when the client queries the results
for a request ID. The localization service implements GPS

satellite acquisition, course-time navigation, and least
square procedures on .NET using C# and Sho.4 We
aggressively use multi-threaded parallelism to achieve
better scalability.

The most computationally intensive part of LEAP is the
acquisition process. Without prior knowledge, the service
needs to search 32 satellites, (our choice of) 41 Doppler bins,
and n� 1023 code phases, where n depends on the over-
sampling rate at the GPS receiver. Typical values of n are
4; 8; or 16. Fortunately, the acquisition process is also data
parallelizable. Each satellite and each Doppler bin can be
searched independently to look for a correlation peak. A
parallelized implementation can take advantage of multi-
core servers to speed up the processing.

Furthermore, if we have a reference location and a time
stamp, we can reduce the number of satellites to search for
with the following simple heuristic. Let Rðx0; y0; z0Þ be the
reference location that is close to the true location, and
Sðxs; ys; zsÞ be the location of satellite S at the time t that the
samples are collected. Then S is necessarily visible by the
receiver if S and R are on the same side of the earth, or
more precisely, the distance between the S and the center of
earth is greater than the distance between S and R. So, we
feed S into the acquisition process only if ðxs; ys; zsÞ�k
ðx0; y0; z0Þk � ðxs; ys; zsÞ � ð0; 0; 0Þk k. In practice, we see 10

Fig. 5. The flow of the CO-GPS back-end web service.

4. http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/sho/
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to 12 satellites pass this filter, which reduces our satellite
search space by almost 2=3.

4.2 Ephemeris Service

There are at least three sources of GNSS satellite ephemeris
data sources on the web:

� NGS: The National Geodetic Survey of National Oce-
anic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)5

publishes GPS satellite orbits in three types:

- final (igs): The final orbits take into account all possi-
ble sources that may affect satellite trajectory. It usu-
ally takes NGS 12 to 14 days to process and
retrospect all inputs and to make igs available online.

- rapid (igr): The rapid orbits are at least 13 hours
behind the current time. Most factors that affect sat-
ellite trajectories are taken into account, but not all.

- Ultra-rapid (igu): This contains the past 24 hours of
orbit data with minimal corrections at 6 hour latency,
and the next 24 hours predicted from known satellite
trajectories into the near future. NGS’s ultra-rapid
orbits are published four times a day.

Ephemeris published from NGS are in 15 minute intervals,
and contains the location and clock correction for each GPS
satellite.

� NGA: The National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency
also publishes an independent GPS orbit data.6

This data source, in addition to the satellite posi-
tions and clock correction at 5-minute epochs, also
contains the velocity vector and the clock drift rate
for each satellite. While it may take GNS 12-14
days to produce the final ephemeris, the NGA final
ephemeris (called Precise) is usually available with
a two-day latency. In addition, NGA provides up
to 9 days of predicted ephemeris, which is less
accurate the further in the future it is.

� JPL: While NGS and NGA services are free, NASA
JPL provides a paid service called Global Differential
GPS (GDGPS) system.7 It contains real-time ephem-
eris (position and clock correction only) updated
every minute.

Our current implementation uses a combination of
NGA and NGS data in the following order. We use NGA
Precise as much as possible for historical dates. When
NGA Precise is not available, we use NGS Rapids to the
most recent date. After that, we use NGS Ultra-Rapids
for real-time and near real-time location queries. We
implemented a monitor role in Azure that periodically
fetches data files from NGA and NGS. Then, we perform
an eighth-order polynomial interpolation using four adja-
cent data points in the past and four in the future for a
given time stamp to obtain a set of curve fitting parame-
ters [6]. Thus, we have a function that given a satellite
and a time stamp returns its location and clock correction
at that time. We further use the derivative of the polyno-
mial to obtain satellite velocity at an arbitrary time.

The LEAP service also supports auto-scaling. When a
large number of GPS samples are sent to the server, the
acquisition and location worker roles will cause high CPU
utilization. When the CPU utilization is above a certain level
(for example, an average of 80 percent across all instances
over the previous hour), the system automatically adds one
or more VMs to the worker role. When the utilization is falls
below a certain level (for example, an average of 60 percent
across all instances over the previous hour), one or more
VMs are removed from the role.

5 EVALUATION

We first seek the optimal parameters for GPS sensing, such
as duty cycles, lengths of continuous signals, and time syn-
chronization quality requirements.

The evaluation uses about 100 sets of raw GPS data taken
from six different locations in both the northern and south-
ern hemispheres of Earth. We used a SiGe GN3S v3 sampler
dongle,8 which gives us the flexibility of varying the sample
length for evaluation. Our data set contains the GPS signal
at its intermediate frequency sampled between 10 to
60 seconds.

For ground truths, we used Bing maps, visually pin-
pointed the locations where data were collected, and
retrieved their latitude and longitude. These points are also
cross checked with Google maps and in all cased the coordi-
nates are highly consistent. We used commercial off the
shelf GPS devices to validate these web-based locations,
and found them typically within a couple of meters of each
other, as specified by the commercial GPS receivers.

When considering the values presented here it is impor-
tant to note just how different the CO-GPS approach is from
a standalone GPS implementation when the same signal
trace is used. In addition to regular GPS error sources, CO-
GPS adds the following possible sources of error: (i) antenna
sensitivity. We use off-the-shelf GPS antenna modules
which may not be as sensitive as those in commercial GPS
devices. (ii) CO-GPS does not use the lock loops (PLL and
DLL) that are implemented in the tracking steps in regular
GPS; only the code phase and Doppler frequency estimated
in the acquisition step are used, which may contribute to
less accurate results; (iii) the use of CTN technique adds
additional potential error, especially when the number of
satellites is low; and (iv) each position is calculated indepen-
dently using code phase from samples without smoothing
or filtering based on sequential samples as some GPS
receivers do.

5.1 Acquisition Quality

Since the goal of CO-GPS is to achieve the best possible
energy efficiency in GPS sensing, we first evaluate how
much data to use and the best duty-cycling strategy to
employ to determine an appropriate trade-off between
accuracy and low energy use. One of the key parameters
that improves single location calculation is the number of
satellites that can be acquired. So, we first vary the parame-
ters to check the acquisition quality.

5. http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/orbits/
6. http://earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/sathtml/ephemeris.html
7. http://www.gdgps.net/

8. Available from Sparkfun Electronics, http://www.sparkfun.
com/products/10981
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We simulate, from long GPS signals, the effect of duty
cycles. That is, the receiver wakes up multiple times within
a short period and collects chunks of raw samples. Table 1
shows the three configurations we evaluated to determine
the appropriate amount of data to use. As illustrated in
Fig. 6, the chunk and gap parameters define the duty
cycling of the receiver when sensing one location. Each row
is a different combination of the number of chunks, the
chunk duration in milliseconds, and the time gap (or sleep
period) between each chunk.

We extract a set of chunks of at least 2 ms duration and
average the position outcomes derived from them. When
the chunk length is longer than 2 ms, we use the first 2 ms
for acquisition and the rest for the tracking loop to refine
the code phase and Doppler results.

Fig. 7 shows the influence of these parameters on the
number of acquired satellites.

Figs. 7a and 7b compare the effects of transient satellites.
Every acquisition uses 2 ms of signal. In Fig. 7a, we plotted
the maximum number of satellites detected among any
2 ms chunks. Even when the chunk length is longer than 2
ms, only the best 2 ms is used. In Fig. 7b we plotted the
union of detected satellites, where we see steady improve-
ments when the signal is longer. That is, some satellites are
only visible for a very short period of time, due to ambient
RF noise. Taking the union of the detected satellites
improves our chance of getting a better position estimate.

Fig. 7c shows that we are also able to increase the number
of satellites in view when we separate the sampling inter-
vals by interleaving some sleep time (the gap duration). We
see that for this parameter, the number of satellites in view
generally increases as gap length increases, but not mono-
tonically. This is because the signal can change over time in
ways that are not always directly related to the gap dura-
tion. For example, a moving receiver may be blocked briefly

by trees, buildings, bridges, or tunnels. Atmospheric condi-
tions may also change slightly, and for large gap intervals,
the satellite and/or receiver movement can result in a differ-
ent satellite arrangement relative to the receiver. Empiri-
cally, we found that 50 ms appears to be a reasonable gap
value as the movement of the satellites and the receiver can
be considered negligible, and the obstacles and shadowing
are not likely to change significantly.

5.2 Location Accuracy

We collected 1,500+ data samples from both the SiGe GN3S
GPS logger and the sensor node described in Section 6.
These samples are from both North and South America, as
well as Asia. The typical receiver setting is five chunks of
2 ms signals with 50 ms gaps, sampling at 16.368 MHz
around intermediate frequency 4.092 MHz.

Fig. 8 shows the overall location accuracy fromour evalua-
tion. In Fig. 8a we plot the CDF of location errors. We see that
more than 80 percent of locations are within 30 meters from
the ground truth. Fig. 8b further plots the accuracy based on
the number of satellites acquired. Different color bars show
the incremental number of location samples falling into 0-5,
5-10, 10-15 meter buckets, etc. We see that if we can acquire
seven or more satellites, then more than 90 percent of sam-
ples are within 30 meters of the ground truth. Table 2 shows
the min, mean, median, and max errors from this evaluation.
We also compare the location accuracy approaches described
in Section 3.4 from simply averaging the results from multi-
ple chunks.We see significant improvement from combining
chunks to remove outlier satellites.

5.3 Time Sensitivity

Two pieces of information are required in order to obtain
good results when CTN is adopted: the reference location,

TABLE 1
Scenarios of Evaluation

# of chunks chunk length (ms) gap length (ms)

1 1 {2, 4, 6, 8, 10} 0
2 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} 2 0
3 5 2 {0, 10, 50, 100}

Fig. 6. Duty cycling in experimental evaluation. After an idle period
(called a gap), the receiver collects a chunk of raw data.

Fig. 7. The number of acquired satellites in various experiment settings.
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and the time stamp corresponding to the moment that the
GPS signal was collected. In order to fine-tune CO-GPS’s
time synchronization mechanism, we evaluate how the
errors change as the time drift increases. To simulate time
drift, we change the timestamp given to the backend system
by introducing artificial delays of up to 300 seconds. In these
results, we simply averaged the location results from each
chunk to obtain the final location, without using accuracy
improvementmechanisms discussed in Section 3.4.

Fig. 9 shows the error boxplots when the time drift
increases from 0 up to 300 s. Observe that the error does not
change significantly when the time drift varies from 0 to
60 s. After that, the error increases sharply, eventually
reaching 106 m. This is due to the fact that under bad initial
conditions, CTN navigation is not able to estimate the pseu-
dorange millisecond part properly. Thus, as light travels

about 3:105 m/ms, errors of the same order of magnitude
are expected due to integer rollover.

These empirical evaluation results show that CTN can
tolerate up to 1 min time stamp error. Taking a typical
32,768 Hz crystal as the real-time clock with a drift bound of
20 ppm, the maximum gap between two consecutive GPS
samples must be less than 1.5 months. In practice, some sig-
nal samples may not result in a successful location and time
calculation; sampling more frequently mitigates this.

5.4 Cloud Service Performance

We evaluate the performance our LEAP cloud service using
different Azure cloud service configurations, by varying the
number of cores that the location service virtual machine
(VM) reserves. To better use multicore VMs, we also allow
the location service to process 2 data samples at a time, so
that when one core is doing least square location calcula-
tion, the other cores can start the next acquisition.

Fig. 10 shows the average execution time of LEAP service
when processing 15 files each with three 2-ms GPS signals.
To evaluate scalability, we vary the VM size from 1 core to 8
cores.We also vary the number of worker instances from 1 to
2. From the results we find that the execution time scales line-
arly with the number of worker instances, under the same
configuration. Processing two signals at a time improves the
execution time slightly when there is more than one core. On
the other hand, increasing the number of cores only provides
sublinear benefits to the execution speed. The reason is that
only the acquisition process is parallizable. The location cal-
culation part can only run on a single thread. Giving more
cores to the process benefits the acquisition process, but the
extra cores are idle for the rest of the time. Processing two
signals at a time can better use these idle cores. An additional
gain when processing two concurrent signals is that when
one signal’s processing is waiting while accessing storage
tables to retrieve ephemeris or write results, the CPUs can be
used for computations for the other signal.

6 DEVICE IMPLEMENTATION AND ENERGY

EVALUATION

We build a reference design for practical CO-GPS enabled
sensor nodes, which we call CLEON.

Fig. 8. Overall location accuracy distribution, and as a function of the number of acquired satellites.

TABLE 2
Error Statistics

Min. Median Mean Max Std. Dev.

Averaging Chunks 0.01 17.24 34.11 1,275.00 62.81
Combined Chunks 0.06 11.58 20 725.08 33.65

Fig. 9. Errors due to time drift (in seconds).
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As the front-end of the CO-GPS solution, we developed a
GPS sensing hardware/software suite that enables time-
accurate (millisecond granularity) GPS signal logging. The
front-end consists of a low-power hardware platform for
GPS signal logging and accompanying PC-side software for
performing parameter updates.

6.1 GPS Sensing Node—CLEON

CLEON is a battery-powered hardware platform designed
to capture GPS signals with a fine-grained time stamp (mil-
lisecond granularity). Figs. 11 and 12 show the photograph
and hardware block diagram of CLEON, respectively. The
major components of CLEON include a GPS receiver chip
(Maxim MAX2769), a microcontroller (TI MSP430F5338),
on-board storage options such as MicroSD and NAND
FLASH for data logging, and a USB-to-serial interface for
communication with a host PC.

We selected the MAX2769 for the GPS receiver chip due
to the relatively low power consumption (18 mA in active
mode), support for multiple GNSS standards (GPS, GLO-
NASS, and Galileo), and the simple receiver design with
fewer external components. MAX2769 includes a radio front
end, RF down converter, and an ADC that generates a bit
stream of the sampled down converted RF signal. We used
the pre-configured mode 2 (c.f. MAX2769 datasheet[13]) of
the receiver which uses a 2 bit ADC to generate three output
signals : I0, I1, and GPS data clock. Each of these generates
data at 16.368 Mbits/s.

CLEON can either be powered by a rechargeable 3.7 V
Li-Po battery or through USB power. Supplying power
through the USB port also charges the battery using on-board
charging circuitry. In addition to the main power source,
CLEONalso has a backupbattery in order to retain time infor-
mation in case the main power supply fails. Once CLEON is
connected to a power source, the voltage of the source is regu-
lated to 2.85 V for the GPS chip and to 2.8 V for the rest of the
board. In order to save energy, the power regulator for the
GPS chip is individually on/off-controlled by the microcon-
troller (MCU) to duty cycle the GPS circuitry. The MCU also
remains in low-power-mode (LPM) except when sensing the
GPS signal. When the GPS chip is operational, it captures the
GPS signal through an antenna connected to either an active
or passive antenna port. Depending on the application

scenario, it is possible to selectively populate the board with
various other sensors such as light, temperature, and humid-
ity sensors and store sensor data togetherwith the GPS signal.

We use three different clock domains on the Microcon-
troller to reduce the average power consumption. Microcon-
troller DMA module operates at 12 MHz to support GPS
data rate, as well as for high speed burst writes to flash.
Since the microcontroller CPU is only responsible for setting
up of data transfers between GPS and flash modules
through the internal RAM, the CPU core uses a ’ 2 MHz
internal low-accuracy clock. We use a low-power 32 kHz
real-time clock for maintaining system time.

6.1.1 Interface for MCU and GPS Chip

Capturing the GPS data at this high data rate directly will
require the microcontroller to operate at a very high fre-
quency. For example, even a Direct Memory Access (DMA)
based transfer requires five clock cycles on the MSP430,
requiring a ’ 80 MHz clock at the microcontroller. This is
beyond the operating frequency of the MSP430. Microcon-
trollers operating with that high frequency will lead to huge
power consumption in comparison. Hence, we first use a
serial-to-parallel converter glue logic to reduce the microcon-
troller-side data transfer rate.

An important and unique part of the CLEON hardware
architecture is the interface between the MCU and the GPS
chip. We place serial-to-parallel circuitry of two 8-bit shift
registers (SR) (74LV595) and a binary counter (BC)
(74LV161) in between the MCU and the GPS chip so as to
effectively reduce the rate of the incoming GPS signal to one
eighth and, in turn, to meet the low MCU system frequency.
Once eight pairs of 2-bit I data (16 bits in total) have been par-
allelized, they are transferred to the MCU’s internal memory
using DMA without the CPU intervening. The paralleliza-
tion circuitry is shown using colored arrows in the Fig. 12.

6.1.2 Structure of GPS Signal Sample

CLEON uses four parameters to control the GPS signal sens-
ing process: sample count, sample gap, chunk count, and
chunk gap. A sample is a set of data captured in each GPS
signal sensing process, which comprises several 2 ms GPS
signal chunks. In that sense, the sample gap refers to the
time interval between each sensing process and the chunk

Fig. 10. The average execution time of LEAP service when processing
three 2-ms GPS signals.

Fig. 11. Picture of CLEON.
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gap stands for the time gap between each 2 ms GPS signal
chunk (if the chunk count is greater than 1) within a sample.
Usage of the four parameters will be explained later with an
example in Section 6.1.5.

6.1.3 Timekeeping and Synchronization

For successful retrieval of a location fix during post-process-
ing, it is important to time-stamp the captured GPS signal
with as accurate as possible wall-clock (or real-world) syn-
chronized time. In order to perform this timestamping, we
use a millisecond granularity hardware timer in addition to
a real-time-clock that gives a resolution of 1 second. Once the
MCUwakes up to capture the GPS signal, first, it waits for an
increment of the seconds value of the RTC. When the value of
second changes, the millisecond timer is reset to zero. Then,
the sum of the RTC and millisecond timer time is used as the
time stamp upon completion of GPS signal sensing. CLEON
retains its notion of time with the help of a backup battery
that keeps the RTC running even when main power fails.
Thanks to this feature, CLEON is able to continue its task
without resynchronization oncemain power is restored.

6.1.4 PC-Side Time and Parameter Updating Software

Since CLEON has no way to know the current wall-clock
time by itself, it has to be initially synchronized with real-
world time by connecting it to a host PC. For this, we devel-
oped additional software for the PC side, named CLEON-
Connector, which synchronizes CLEON’s system time with
wall-clock time. CLEON-Connector updates not only time
information but also other parameters that are related to
GPS sensing in order to support flexible configuration.
Once a connection between CLEON and CLEON-Connec-
tor has been established through USB-to-serial interface, it
updates CLEON with the current wall-clock time and user-
defined parameters such as sample count, sample gap,
chunk gap, and chunk count. Finally, based on the parame-
ters entered by the user, CLEON-Connector also gives an
estimate of whether it is feasible to collect the required num-
ber of samples with the given battery capacity.

6.1.5 Power Consumption

Because CLEON is the front-end for the entire CO-GPS solu-
tion, judicious power management is extremely important

to maximize the platform’s battery life. We applied several
techniques to reduce CLEON’s power consumption. First
of all, the firmware was written in a fully interrupt-driven
manner. The MCU remains in low-power-mode idle state
all the time and wakes up only when a timer event is trig-
gered to capture the GPS signal. When in idle state, all com-
ponents that have on-off capability are also turned off.

The Fig. 13 shows a trace of the power consumed by
CLEON, measured using the Power Monitor tool from
Monsoon Inc. A breakdown of the power consumption (by
operation and by component) is listed in Table 3. The power
trace shows how much power CLEON consumes while
acquiring three 2 ms GPS signal chunks, which are 50 ms
apart, in a sample. The GPS signal sensing process starts
from an idle state which consumes 2.5 mA of current. After
turning on the GPS chip, it waits until the GPS chip is stabi-
lized. This time period is also utilized by temperature and
humidity sensors to read sensor values. Upon stabilization,
CLEON creates a FAT filesystem compatible file on the
MicroSD card and starts to capture and log three GPS signal
chunks that are 50 ms apart. Once three GPS signal chunks
have been collected, CLEON stores the sensor data at the
end of the sample data structure and closes the file. Then, it
turns off all the unused peripherals and enters low-power-
mode to wait for the next timer event.

The total amount of energy required to acquire a sample
(five chunks of 2 ms with 50 ms gaps) in the example is
about 62 mJ (3.7 V * 44.18 mA (on average) * 380 ms). In
comparison, state-of-the-art GPS receivers such as the u-
Blox MAX-7 series take 5 seconds for assisted acquisition,
running at more than 60 mW average power. Thus, if loca-
tions are calculated on the device, the GPS chip itself will
take 300 mJ, excluding the microcontroller/CPU. Using a
mobile phone as a location provider, the first location fix
can cost about 1 J.

Fig. 12. Hardware block diagram of CLEON.

Fig. 13. Power consumption of CLEON.

TABLE 3
Power Consumption of CLEON

Category Mode Current(mA)

By operation System idle (only RTC on) 2.5
MCU (active mode) + GPS on 38

By storage MicroSD 40 (in peak)
Internal FLASH 6
External FLASH 15
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Furthermore, we verified through experiments that the
MicroSD storage device consumes 2.01 mA in its idle state.
Note that this would be the same when using other GPS
modules. For extremely low-energy applications, we can
turn the MicroSD completely off and use internal or external
FLASH memories for temporary storage, before write them
to MicroSD in bulk. In fact, internal and external FLASH
memories consume about 6 and 15 mA, respectively, during
their active states, compared to 40 mA for microSD. They are
up to four times faster then MicroSD. In our earlier micro-
bench evaluation, the lowest energy to log a single chunk of
2ms of GPS signals on an external flash is 0.4mJ [10].

7 DISCUSSIONS

This paper focuses on the sensor and cloud service designs
of CO-GPS. But in real applications, some related aspects
must be considered as well.

� Communication. In real applications, the GPS sam-
ples must be sent to the cloud. There are many ways
to do this. In the previous discussion, we assume that
either the device can be connected to a computer to
upload the data via a USB port, or the micro-SD card
can be retrieved for post processing. In those cases,
no communication energy is needed in the unteth-
eredmode. In other cases, if themobile device returns
to a known location, e.g. human homes, animal nests,
or known paths, one can set up radio infrastructure to
retrieve the data. Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE), and IEEE 802.15.4 (e.g. ZigBee) are all possible
low-power communication solutions. These radios
typically use 10 mW transmission power. The actual
choice may depend on the range, data volume, and
cost constraints. WiFi, cellular network, or FM radios
are also possible for longer range communication.
These radios typically run at more than a few hun-
dred milliWatts active power, and often require sub-
stantial start-up energy. In these cases, depending on
how much this energy expense is amortized by the
amount of data in a single upload session, the energy
benefit of cloud-offloaded GPSmay be diminished by
communication cost.

� Time-Synchronization. This paper designs an incre-
mental time-synchronization approach to leverage
derived time stamps from GPS samples. This
requires the real-time clock on the device to run con-
tinuously. In applications where this is not possible
or is undesirable, one may consider a device-inde-
pendent time-synchronization design. In [10], we
designed a solution based on WWVB radio broad-
cast. WWVB signals can be received with very low
energy. However, it required a large antenna, which
adds size and weight to the sensors.

8 RELATED WORK

Location sensing is a basic service in sensor networks. In
most outdoor environments and for stationary sensors,
researchers usually assume the locations are set using GPS
at deployment time. For mobile sensors, there are two clas-
ses of solutions: one is to use public infrastructure and the

other is to use deployed infrastructure. Public infrastructure
includes GPS, WiFi access points,9 and FM radio stations [4].
When the system includes deployed nodes to assist localiz-
ing mobile nodes, signals like RF [5], sound/ultrasound [3],
[17], [19], and magnetic coupling [7], [11] can be used as
propagation media to provide distance or angle measure-
ments. Our method falls into the first category of using pub-
licly available infrastructure.

CO-GPS is based on a rich body of work in GPS [14] and
A-GPS [21]. With their integration into mobile phones, GPS
and A-GPS have increasingly become low cost, low power
and highly accurate. However, for embedded applications
such as wearable devices and animal/asset trackers, the
mobile-phone-based solutions are too energy hungry [9],
[16]. u-Blox published a white paper [12] in 2010 that is
closely related to our cloud-offloaded GPS approach. How-
ever, in that design for digital photography, every geotag
consists of 200 ms of GPS raw signal. LEAP [18] is our first
attempt to move GPS location calculation to the cloud. In
contrast to CO-GPS, LEAP relies on the local processing
power on mobile phones to derive the code phases. In our
embedded sensing applications, the device may not have
the processing power or energy to compute code phases
locally. So the CO-GPS design removes all computation
from the device and reduces the amount of captured data to
the minimum necessary for a reliable signal.

Our approach of using Doppler shifts to estimate the
rough location of the receiver is related to the approach
used in mobile transmitter tracking systems such as
Argos,10 which is used in applications such as wildlife
tracking and environmental monitoring. Argos uses multi-
ple signals sent by a mobile transmitter to a single satellite
over a given time interval. The satellite uses the varying
Doppler shifts of these signals to infer the angles of arrival,
which define cones with the satellite at their apex at each
signal time. The intersection of these cones gives the loca-
tion of transmitter. In general, the accuracy of Argos is
within a few kilometers [2]. CO-GPS uses the same principle
in the reverse way. We use multiple simultaneous signals
sent by different satellites, and from these we determine the
Doppler shifts, angles of arrival, and the cones that we inter-
sect to guess the location of the GPS receiver.

9 CONCLUSION

Motivated by the possibility of offloading GPS processing to
the cloud, we propose a novel embedded GPS sensing
approach called CO-GPS. By using a coarse-time navigation
technique and leveraging information that is already avail-
able on the web, such as satellite ephemeris, we show that
2 ms of raw GPS signals is enough to obtain a location fix.
By averaging multiple such short chunks over a short
period of time, CO-GPS can on average achieve < 20 m
location accuracy using 10 ms of raw data (40 kB). Without
the need to do satellite acquisition, tracking and decoding,
the GPS receiver can be very simple and aggressively duty
cycled. We built an experimental platform using a GPS front
end, a serial to parallel conversion circuit, a microcontroller

9. e.g., http://www.skyhookwireless.com/
10. See http://www.argos-system.org/
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and external storage. On this platform, sensing a GPS loca-
tion takes orders of magnitude less energy than self-con-
tained GPS modules.

The initial success of CO-GPS motivates us to extend the
work further. We will exploit various compression techni-
ques, especially those based on compressive sensing princi-
ples, to further reduce the storage requirements. We plan to
release the hardware reference design and make the LEAP
web services available to research communities.
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